7.3.1 – Provide the details of the performance of the institution in one area distinctive to its
vision, priority and thrust in not more than 500 words
The College distinguishes itself from other institutions by offering an affordable, student
centered education to diverse students.
The need was felt that the college being a legal education institution needs to combine modern
system’s knowledge with due respect to traditional values given the nobility of the profession
and this realization has lead us to stress on traditional values and discipline.
Given the importance of legal field the college stresses much on the value and dignity associated
with this profession so that they realize and take their civic responsibility seriously.
The College aims to build committed legal professionals who are competent to manage legal and
social issues to attain and promote justice.
The college renders a perfect environment to build the students career and life by learning, both
inside and outside of the campus and endeavors to help them become outstanding legal
professionals and leaders who serve the profession and society.
We ensure accessibility to the legal education to people without any disparity and aim to bridge
the gap whether urban or rural by creating a welcoming and hospitable atmosphere at all levels
of their education. Various programs apart from university prescribed syllabus is part of their
curriculum to prepare the students to reason logically with clarity and master in communication
skill as enshrined in our Vision
The students are also given access to many opportunities to participate and experience through
flexible and innovative programs. The IQAC ensures that the methods and approaches towards
subject and students are updated from time to time.
Some humble steps towards our journey to the vision and mission are:• To awaken their drive of legal knowledge and realization that it is a lifelong learning
process. Developing professional perspective through various academic activities.
• Engaging with community and the academia at all levels of our work, including teaching
and social service.
• Inculcating Professional Ethics and morality through the subject and stressing on its
application right from beginning of their course period.
• ICT equipped classes and ICT usage by teachers to enable teaching as contemporary as
possible
• Moot Court, Regular court visits, ADR case observation, chamber visits and viva are
integrated with curriculum as part of the clinical Course papers.
• Internship under Judges, Advocates and law firms during Semester breaks for B.A.LLB
and LL.B students to provide practical exposure of the legal arena.
• Sports activities both intra and inter to enable overall development

•

Library access including E-material like online journals and databases are provided for a
wider learning.
• English Language Lab access as part of regular classes to enhance communication skills.
• To impart social responsibility and patriotism in students NCC/NSS activities are
conducted regularly.
Engaging all stake holders and enabling them to be in constant connect with the college through
Alumni meet etc. To realize the vision to provide continuing legal education to further up their
development.

